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Three Old Sundanese Poems
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Perfect bound with additional flaps on the cover

The Tawasin
MANSUR HALLAJ: THE TAWASIN(Book of the Purity of the Glory of the
One)Translation & Introduction Paul SmithThe Perfect Master, poet & martyr,
Husayn Mansur al-Hallaj (died 919), was born near Shiraz and was tortured and
executed in Baghdad for declaring: "I am the Truth (Anal Haq)." Much has been
written about his famous (and in¬famous) statement and his masterpiece The
Tawasin in which he makes it. 'Written in rhymed Arabic prose it sets forth a
doctrine of saintship-a doctrine founded on personal experience and clothed in the
form of a subtle yet passionate dialectic.' R.A. Nicholson. The Introduction here
contains: The Life, Times and Works of Mansur Hallaj, The Perfect Master (Qutub),
'Anal-Haq' or 'I am the Truth' of Mansur Hallaj, Four Master Poets of Baghdad who
influenced Hallaj and A Selection of Poetry from the Persian, Turkish, Pushtu &
Urdu Poets about or influenced by Mansur Hallaj. Appendix: The Story of Idris
(Azazil) and Adam From 'The Book of Genesis' of Shahin of Shiraz. This is a freeform poetic translation that captures the beauty, meaning, profundity of this
classic of Sufism. Pages 264.COMMENTS ON PAUL SMITH'S TRANSLATION OF
HAFIZ'S 'DIVAN'."It is not a joke the English version of ALL the ghazals of Hafiz is a
great feat and of paramount importance. I am astonished. If he comes to Iran I will
kiss the fingertips that wrote such a masterpiece inspired by the Creator of all." Dr.
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Mir Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of Literature) Tehran."Superb translations. 99% Hafiz
1% Paul Smith." Ali Akbar Shapurzman, translator from English into Persian,
knower of Hafiz's Divan off by heart."Smith has probably put together the greatest
collection of literary facts and history concerning Hafiz." Daniel Ladinsky (Penguin
Books author).Paul Smith is a poet, author and translator of over 80 books of Sufi
poets from the Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu and other languages
including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi, 'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan Khatun, Obeyd Zakani,
Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari, Ansari, Jami, Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus Emre, Shah Latif,
Bulleh Shah, Mahsati, Lalla Ded, Nazir Akbarabadi and many others, as well as
poetry, fiction, plays, biographies, children's books and a dozen screenplays.

Buddhist and Islamic Orders in Southern Asia
"Authorized healers will always be on earth. Many of them are totally hidden and
you would never imagine them having such powers". ÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ
-Syaikh Muhammad Nazim Adil al Hawwani al Qubrusi ÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ
ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿ ÿÿÿMursyid Dunia Tarekat Naqsyabandiyyah

History of the Malay Kingdom of Patani
Preserved on undated palm-leaf manuscripts, Old Sundanese texts are generally in
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poor condition and unavailable to a wider audience. There are limited texts in any
form of Sundanese, and only limited knowledge of Old Sundanese. In presenting
three long Old Sundanese poems, Noorduyn and Teeuw, in a heretofore unequalled
English-language study of Old Sundanese literature, bring to the light works of
importance for further linguistic, literary and historical research. The three poems,
The Sons of Rama and Rawana, The ascension of Sri Ajnyana and The story of
Bujangga Manik: A pilgrim's progress were undiscovered before this book. The first
two were found in a nineteenth-century manuscript collection of the former
Batavian Society and are now in the National Library of Indonesia in Jakarta, while
the third was donated to the Bodleian Library in Oxford as early as 1627, though it
was not identified as an Old Sundanese poem until the 1950s.

Klattitude
Rabi‘a al-‘Adawiyya is a figure shrouded in myth. Certainly a woman by this name
was born in Basra, Iraq, in the eighth century, but her life remains recorded only in
legends, stories, poems and hagiographies. The various depictions of her – as a
deeply spiritual ascetic, an existentialist rebel and a romantic lover – seem
impossible to reconcile, and yet Rabi‘a has transcended these narratives to
become a global symbol of both Sufi and modern secular culture. In this
groundbreaking study, Rkia Elaroui Cornell traces the development of these
diverse narratives and provides a history of the iconic Rabi‘a’s construction as a
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Sufi saint. Combining medieval and modern sources, including evidence never
before examined, in novel ways, Rabi‘a From Narrative to Myth is the most
significant work to emerge on this quintessential figure in Islam for more than
seventy years.

Writing the Past, Inscribing the Future
Located at the juncture of literature, history, and anthropology, Writing the Past,
Inscribing the Future charts a strategy of how one might read a traditional text of
non-Western historical literature in order to generate, with it, an opening for the
future. This book does so by taking seriously a haunting work of historical prophecy
inscribed in the nineteenth century by a royal Javanese exile—working through this
writing of a colonized past to suggest the reconfiguration of the postcolonial future
that this history itself apparently intends. After introducing the colonial and
postcolonial orientalist projects that would fix the meaning of traditional writing in
Java, Nancy K. Florida provides a nuanced translation of this particular traditional
history, a history composed in poetry as the dream of a mysterious exile. She then
undertakes a richly textured reading of the poem that discloses how it manages to
escape the fixing of "tradition." Adopting a dialogic strategy of reading, Florida
writes to extend—as the work’s Javanese author demands—this history’s prophetic
potential into a more global register. Babad Jaka Tingkir, the historical prophecy
that Writing the Past, Inscribing the Future translates and reads, is uniquely suited
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for such a study. Composing an engaging history of the emergence of Islamic
power in central Java around the turn of the sixteenth century, Babad Jaka Tingkir
was written from the vantage of colonial exile to contest the more dominant
dynastic historical traditions of nineteenth-century court literature. Florida reveals
how this history’s episodic form and focus on characters at the margins of the
social order work to disrupt the genealogical claims of conventional royal
historiography—thus prophetically to open the possibility of an alternative future.

The Secret of Secrets
This book is a motivational tool to help people optimize their attitude. Author Bob
Klatt uses the pun Klattitude to put the fun in a subject many are uncomfortable to
address. He strikes the right chords by sharing relatable personal experiences
along with inspirational bowling stories and metaphors to encourage people to
make being positive a daily practice in their life.

A History of Psychology
The second volume of the annotated bibliography of Javanese manuscripts housed
in the Reksa Pustaka library in Surakarta, the first institutionalized library in the
Indies founded and administered by native Javanese.
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An Introduction to Islam for Jews
Imam Abu Hamid al-Ghazali wrote the philosophy of gnostics-illumination
(isyraqiyyah) in the book of Misykat al-Anwar. Not exaggerated, with the book of
his work, al-Ghazali deserve entry in the list of names of the great philosophers of
classical Islam. Because we know that classical Islamic philosophy there are
several streams, namely philosophy of illumination flow (al-isyraqiyyah) like alGhazali's view in the book and Sihabuddin Suhrawardi al-maqtul (the martyr), the
flow of peripatetic philosophy (masyaiyyah) like Ibn Rusdi and followers
Aristotelian, philosophical school of setoicism (rawaqiyyah), and the wisdom of almuta'aliyyah (the transcendental philosopi), a recent philosophical school that
attempted to synthesize the earlier philosophical schools, such as Mulla Sadra and
Mulla Hadi Syabzawari.

Javanese Literature in Surakarta Manuscripts
The Google Boys
Helping Jews understand Islam--a reasoned and candid view
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After the Prophet
Buku ini diperuntukkan untuk anak-anak dan dapat juga dipakai oleh remaja serta
dewasa, bahkan orang lanjut usia. Adapun tujuan penulis membuat buku ini adalah
sebagai latihan keterampilan dan melatih kemampuan abstraksi, bentuk, warna,
serta membiasakan diri akrab mengenal bagian khasanah Islami. Selamat
mewarnai hidup dan diri kita sendiri.

Embedded Systems and Artificial Intelligence
112 methods of meditation with one card each.

Water and Salt
Awarif Al-Ma'Arif
A Rationale of Textual Criticism
A collection of thought-provoking direct quotes from Larry Page and Sergey Brin,
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the founders of Google, on topics related to business, entrepreneurship, and life.

Kitāb Al-Ḥikam
Over the last few decades historians and other scholars have succeeded in
identifying diverse patterns of connection linking religious communities across Asia
and beyond. Yet despite the fruits of this specialist research, scholars in the
subfields of Islamic and Buddhist studies have rarely engaged with each other to
share investigative approaches and methods of interpretation. This volume was
conceived to open up new spaces of creative interaction between scholars in both
fields that will increase our understanding of the circulation and localization of
religious texts, institutional models, ritual practices, and literary specialists. The
book’s approach is to scrutinize one major dimension of the history of religion in
Southern Asia: religious orders. “Orders” (here referring to Sufi ṭarīqas and
Buddhist monastic and other ritual lineages) established means by which far-flung
local communities could come to be recognized and engaged as part of a broader
world of co-religionists, while presenting their particular religious traditions and
their human representatives as attractive and authoritative to potential new
communities of devotees. Contributors to the volume direct their attention toward
analogous developments mutually illuminating for both fields of study. Some
explain how certain orders took shape in Southern Asia over the course of the
nineteenth century, contextualizing these institutional developments in relation to
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local and transregional political formations, shifting literary and ritual preferences,
and trade connections. Others show how the circulation of people, ideas, texts,
objects, and practices across Southern Asia, a region in which both Buddhism and
Islam have a long and substantial presence, brought diverse currents of internal
reform and notions of ritual and lineage purity to the region. All chapters draw
readers’ attention to the fact that networked persons were not always strongly
institutionalized and often moved through Southern Asia and developed local
bases without the oversight of complex corporate organizations. Buddhist and
Islamic Orders in Southern Asia brings cutting-edge research to bear on
conversations about how “orders” have functioned within these two traditions to
expand and sustain transregional religious networks. It will help to develop a better
understanding of the complex roles played by religious networks in the history of
Southern Asia.

Islam and the Political Order
Al-Quran sesungguhnya memberi petunjuk, bagaimana meraih kesuksesan
berbisnis; amat berharga bagi yang mengharapkan kesuksesan bisnis di dunia &
akhirat.

Textbook Of Medical Physiology
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There are almost no authoratative books readily available for the general reader
that provide, in clear and accessible language, an introduction to the spiritual
perspective illuminating Rumi's magical poetry. In this beautifully illustrated work,
William C. Chittick, a leading scholar of Sufism and Rumi, opens doors that give us
access to the inner sanctum of Rummi's thought.

Al-Hikam, by Ibn Ataillah Al-Iskandari
Rabi'a From Narrative to Myth
Soekarno's Mentjapai Indonesia Merdeka
Miskatul Anwar
Thanks!
A narrative history of the origins of the Shia and Sunni conflict describes how a
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seventh-century struggle between the supporters of the late Muhammad's
surviving family members erupted in a massacre at Karbala that would become a
central component of Shia Islam.

The Origins of Islamic Jurisprudence
"The following work is a translation of Professor Klemm's Geschichte der
Psychologie, which constitutes Volume VIII of the now widely known series "Science
and Hypothesis." As a searching study of an enormously wide and difficult field the
original German work has already won for itself an established place in the recent
literature of the subject, and it is confidently believed that the qualities which have
given the original work its deserved popularity, the author's equally firm grasp of
the most widely separated psychological epochs and tendencies, his admirable
attention to both the speculative and the scientific aspects of psychology, and,
finally, the relative prominence given to recent and experimental psychology, will
at once commend the work to the large number of workers in modern psychology
to whom English works of just this type have heretofore not been available"--Préf.
(PsycINFO Database Record (c) 2005 APA, all rights reserved).

Mengubah Tidak Mungkin Menjadi Mungkin
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Bring the clear and didactic art of Netter to your patients! Make patient
engagement and compliance as easy as possible with the new edition of Ferri's
Netter's Patient Advisor. These printable handouts pair clear explanations by
renowned author Dr. Fred Ferri with thousands of Netter and Netter-style
illustrations for a greater understanding of each health condition and what patients
can do to facilitate their own care. Highly visual and succinct handouts were
designed to offer patients the information they need to know in a quick,
memorable format. PDFs include a space for notes and a field for Health Care
Provider information. Browse the text by specialty or alphabetically. Handouts are
designed in a single-page (front/back) format for convenience. Online access to
NetterReference.com features downloadable English and Spanish patient
education guides covering nearly 750 topics (500 topics in Spanish), including new
handouts on a Gluten-Free Diet, Pain Medication Options, and Multivitamins. Easily
search via keyword (including synonyms) or ICD10/ICD9 code sets; and add notes
and contact information to individualize the handouts. Use as a tool to enhance
communication between the Health Care Provider team and the patient.

Traditional Malay Literature
This book gathers selected research papers presented at the First International
Conference on Embedded Systems and Artificial Intelligence (ESAI 2019), held at
Sidi Mohamed Ben Abdellah University, Fez, Morocco, on 2–3 May 2019.
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Highlighting the latest innovations in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence,
Information Technologies, and Embedded Systems, the respective papers will
encourage and inspire researchers, industry professionals, and policymakers to put
these methods into practice.

The Sufi Doctrine of Rumi
Shares recipes for bath preparations designed to reduce stress, promote sleep,
alleviate hangovers, and improve one's health

Futuh Al-ghaib
A proponent of the field of positive psychology offers a close-up study of the
positive influence on people's lives of the systematic cultivation of gratitude,
explaining how the practice of grateful thinking can increase one's chances for
happiness and help one cope more effectively with stress, recover more quickly
from illness, enjoy better physical health, improve relationships, and other
benefits. Reprint.

Water Magic
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Deep Thinking
The book presents an exhaustive and thorough exposition of the fundamentals of
medical physiology. The exposition is divided systematically into three sections
covering General Physiology, Systemic Physiology and Specialized Integrative
Physiology. Each section begins with a brief Introduction highlighting the topics
covered. The subject is then explained in a graded manner with a large number of
tables, flowcharts and diagrams to aid understanding. The level of exposition in the
book is sufficiently detailed for it to serve as a useful text for undergraduate
courses as well as for PG entrance examinations About the Author : - Indu Khurana,
Associate Professor, Department of Physiology, Postgraduate Institute of Medical
Sciences, Rohtak, Haryana, India.

Mystic Healing
The Joy of Less
Mewarnai
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Based on a new source, this study reconstructs for the first time the early
development of Islamic jurisprudence at Mecca and challenges the current view of
scholarship concerning the origins of Islamic jurisprudence.

Vigyan bhairav tantra
Health and Medicine in the Islamic Tradition
Textual criticism—the traditional term for the task of evaluating the authority of
the words and punctuation of a text—is often considered an undertaking
preliminary to literary criticism: many people believe that the job of textual critics
is to provide reliable texts for literary critics to analyze. G. Thomas Tanselle
argues, on the contrary, that the two activities cannot be separated. The textual
critic, in choosing among textual variants and correcting what appear to be textual
errors, inevitably exercises critical judgment and reflects a particular point of view
toward the nature of literature. And the literary critic, in interpreting the meaning
of a work or passage, needs to be (though rarely is) critical of the makeup of every
text of it, including those produced by scholarly editors.

The Merck Manual Home Health Handbook
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Ferri's Netter Patient Advisor
Al-Hikam. The book which contains manners in the knowledge of tariqah and
tasawuf, ibadah, tawhid, zikrullah, maqamat, and ahwal and so forth.

Revival of Religion's Sciences (Ihya Ulum ad-din) 1-4 Vol 1
Now in paperback—the most comprehensive home health reference bestseller
Millions of people around the world have relied on The Merck Manual Home Health
Handbook for quick access to authoritative, accessible health information. Written
by more than 300 internationally respected medical experts, this comprehensive
medical resource features extensive, up-to-date coverage of health care for
newborns, the elderly, and everyone in between. Contains reliable, up-to-date
information on a broad range of medical conditions, illnesses, and situations,
including accidents and injuries, aging, cancer, diabetes, digestive disorders, heart
disease, mental health disorders, and many others Covers men's, women's,
pediatric (both newborns and older children), and geriatric health issues Well
organized and extensively indexed to make information easy to find An
extraordinary bargain at a penny a page The Merck Manual Home Health
Handbook is filled with essential medical information that’s both easy to find and
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easy to understand in order to help you communicate more effectively with your
doctor, understand a diagnosis or treatment option, or simply know more about
your health and the health of those you care about.

A dictionary of the Sunda language of Java
aDo you ever feel overwhelmed, instead of overjoyed, by all your possessions? Do
you secretly wish a gale force wind would blow the clutter from your home? If so,
it's time to simplify your life! The Joy of Less is a fun, lighthearted guide to
minimalist living.
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